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Abstract
We study the population dynamics and quantum transport efficiency of amulti-site dissipative system
driven by a random telegraph noise (RTN) by using a variational polaronmaster equation for both
linear chain and ring configurations. By using two different environment descriptions—RTNonly
and a thermal bath+RTN—we show that the presence of the classical noise has a non-trivial role on
quantum transport.We observe that there exist large areas of parameter spacewhere the combined
bath+RTN influence is clearly beneficial for populating the target state of the transport, and for
average trapping time and transport efficiency when accounting for the presence of the reaction center
via the use of the sink. This result holds for both of the considered intra-site coupling configurations
including a chain and ring. In general, our formalism and achieved results provide a platform for
engineering and characterizing efficient quantum transport inmulti-site systems both for realistic
environments and engineered systems.

1. Introduction

Recent research has shown that quantum transport efficiency can be enhanced by the help of environmental
noise, an effect known as environment-assisted quantum transport (ENAQT) [1] or dephasing-assisted
transport [2, 3]. The phenomenon has received particular attention in light-harvesting systems, such as
photosynthetic complexes, but is also relevant in engineered systems, e.g. superconducting circuits and trapped-
ion systems.

The environment of the light-harvesting protein has beenmodeled in different ways, including random
telegraph noise (RTN) [4–12], theHaken–Strobl–Reinekermodel [13–17] and collections of harmonic
oscillators [2, 3, 18–24]. Earlier results show that the quantum transport efficiencymay be enhanced for certain
values of the parameters of the noise, such as dephasing rate [19, 1, 3–5, 11, 18, 20–23], noise amplitude
[6, 8, 9, 15, 16], reorganization energy [5, 13, 18, 19, 24], and noise correlations [2, 7, 14, 17, 25].

For instanceNesterov et al [7], have studied the dependence of efficient energy transfer (EET) on the
correlation properties of the randomfluctuations of the protein environment bymodeling thosefluctuations by
RTN for a donor–acceptor system (i.e. a two-level system). They found that in case of strong-electronic
coupling, the independent noisefluctuations on the site energiesmay bemore effective in helping EET than
collective noise.

The effects of RTNon two-level systems are also studied in the field of quantum information [26–28], with
particular attention to solid-state devices [29]. Uchiyama et al [17] have analyzed the effect of spatial and
temporal correlations on EET in amulti-sitemodel by using aOrnstein–Uhlenbeck noise process to describe the
environment, and observe that negative spatial correlation of the noise is themost effective in helping the EET.
The effect of RTNon transport via continuous-time quantumwalks has been studied on lattices [30, 31], also in
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presence of spatial correlations [32]. Its effect on the non-Markovianity of the dynamics of the spin-bosonmodel
has also been considered [33].

Besides theoretical studies, ENAQThas been reported in experiments with superconducting quantum
circuits [34], photonic setups [35], classical oscillators [36] and trapped-ions [37]. All theseworks show that in
certain parameter regimes the efficiency of the energy transfer is enhanced by environmental noise.

The assumption that the environment can bemodeled as a collection of independent harmonic oscillators
might not be adequate for various situations where there exist different types ofmotions that can not be handled
by a harmonic approximation. For example, in light harvesting systems such as the Fenna–Matthews–Olson
(FMO) complexes, the transfer of excitonmight be affected by large amplitudemodes, e.g.motion of the protein
scaffold. Besides, the concept of the so-called real environment as both a quantummechanical thermal bath and
a classical noise source representing anharmonic effects for themulti-sitemodel in the open quantum system is
lacking [38], and the important question remains: can one observe ENAQT-like phenomena in an environment
treatment consisting of both a stochastic noise and quantum thermal bath?

To answer this question, we study numerically an exact noisymulti-site spin-bosonmodel in the variational
polaron framework [39] deriving the correspondingmaster equation, and also addRTNon the site energies.We
then study the transport efficiency of a single electronic excitation, and compare the effect of classical and
quantumnoise, and their interplay. Our results show the presence of a non-trivial interplay between the
quantum thermal bath and the classical noise—displaying enhanced transport efficiency. The used formalism
and results go beyond a recent study [17]which demonstrated the improved transport efficiencywhen using
(anti)correlatedOrnstein–Uhlenbeck noise only. Our study does not necessarilymodel a specific real system,
but considers ingredients that are in general plausible in the different scenarios described above, in order to shed
light on the ENAQTphenomenon and to provide a platform for engineering and characterizing efficient
quantum transport inmulti-site systems both for realistic environments and engineered systems.

The article is organized in the followingway. In section 2we discuss themodel and derive the variational
master equation. Then in section 3we present the results of the study, by first looking at the dynamics of the
system followed by detailed results on the efficiency of the transport and exciton trapping time. Finally, we
concludewith discussion and outlook in section 4.

2.Model

Weconsider a noisymulti-site spin-bosonmodel where each site interacts with a separate thermal environment,
and the site energy ismodulated by RTN, as represented infigure 1(a). The totalHamiltonian of the system is
given by

( ) ( )= + +H H t H H , 1S E I

whereHS(t) is the (time-dependent)Hamiltonian for the spin system,HE is theHamiltonian for the bosonic
environment andHI is the interaction part:

Figure 1. (a)A schematic representation of the systemunder study. The three sites, with energies òi, are coupledwith strengthsVij. In
the chain configuration (not depicted here),V13=0. Each node is interacting with a thermal bath of harmonic oscillators as described
in equation (1), and its energy is perturbed byRTN. The noises affecting sites 1 and 3 are completely correlated, and they are
completely anti-correlatedwith respect to the noise affecting site 2. The spectral densities characterizing the baths, equations (2) are
shown in (b).
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Here ( )†b bn k n k, , is the annihilation (creation) operator for the kth oscillator of the nth site whose state is
described by ∣ ñn ,Vnm is the electronic coupling between nth andmth sites, and gn,k is the interaction strength
between the exciton on the nth site and kth harmonic oscillator of its bath.We assume that the energy of each site
fluctuates with RTN, i.e. òn(t)=òn0+Ωnαn(t), where òn0 is the bare site energy of nth site andΩn is the noise
amplitude at nth site. The RTN is a stochastic process that describes a bistable fluctuator that jumps between two
valuesα=±1with a certain switching rate ν. It is characterized by zero average, ( )aá ñ =t 0n , and an
exponentially decaying auto-correlation function ( ) ( ) ∣ ∣a aá ¢ ñ = n- - ¢t t en n

t t , where the correlation time of the
noise is τc=1/ν.

The bosonic environment of the system is treated as a collection of non-interacting harmonic oscillators.
The system-bath interaction is characterized by the spectral density, defined by ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )w d w w= å -J gn k n k k,

2 . In
the continuum limit, the strength of the coupling of the system to the environment ismeasured by site specific
reorganization energy ( )ò w w w=

¥
E Jdn

r
n0

. For the present study, we consider a spectral density Jcom(ω)
consisting of two parts. Thefirst part defines the broad-range backgroundmodes (overdamped) [40], while the
second one describes a discrete underdamped vibrational [41]modewhich interacts with anOhmic
environment with cut-off frequencyΛ:
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Here, [ ]w LEi is the exponential integral functionwhile parameters S andX determine the peakmagnitude of
Jbg(ω) and Jvib(ω), respectively.Moreover, ξ andΛ act as damping factors for the discrete oscillator which
corresponds to underdampedmode, whilst ζ governs not only the position of the underdampedmode, but also
themagnitude of Jvib(ω) in the present problem. Each site is assumed to have its own independent environment
which is described by site specific spectral function parameters in equation (2). Figure 1(b) shows the spectral
densities of the quantumbaths.

When the ratio between the electronic couplingVnm and the bath reorganization energy En
r is small, the use

of Redfieldmaster equation is adequate [42, 43], while the full polaronmaster equation [44] is useful when the
ratio is large. Inmany photosynthetic systems, such as the FMOcomplex, the convenient coupling regime
corresponds to the intermediate regime [45]. In order to describe the dynamics of the reduced densitymatrix of
the current system,we adopt the variational polaronmaster equation for themulti-site spin-bosonmodel
derived by Pollock et al [39]. This is based on using the variational polaron transform
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In the transformed interactionHamiltonian H̃I , we have two types of interaction terms; H̃L is similar to the
weak interaction term,while H̃D is the full polaron term.Bnm is the environmental displacement operator
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The electronic couplingVnm and site energy òn(t) are renormalized respectively by �n andRn, the latter being
defined as:
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In the variational polaron transformation, ¹f gn k n k, , , and fn,k are left as free optimization parameters which are
determined numerically byminimizing the contribution of H̃I to the free energy [39].

The interactionHamiltonian H̃I in the variational polaron frame is assumed to be ˜ å= Ä
=

H S EI
i

N

i i
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, where

N is the number of sites, Si and Ei are the system and environment operators, respectively. One can use the
projection operatormethod to obtain amaster equation for the systemdensitymatrix ˜ ( ) [ ˜( )]r r=t tTrS E with
theHamiltonian in equation (4) in the Schrödinger picture as [39]:
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The term ˜ ∣ ∣k= ñáH n nitrap is the trap (or sink)Hamiltonian [1, 22, 23]—an anti-Hermitian operator that is
used to describe the excitation leaving the systempermanently. Below, for the studies of population dynamics,
this part is excluded, while it is included for transport efficiency and trapping time studies. In the latter case, the
trapping is assumed to occur only on site nwith rateκ. Above, ( ) ( )á ñE s E 0i j are the bath correlation functions
having four non-zero types (see equations (17)–(21) in [39]). ( ) ( ) ( )†=S t U t S U tj j is the jth systemoperator in
the interactionHamiltonian at time twhich is obtained by using the time evolution operator

( )( ) ( )ò= - ¢ ¢,U t H t texp i d
t

S0
where , is the time-ordering operator. Since [ ( ) ( )]¢ ¹H t H t, 0S S due to the

presence of RTNon the site energies, it is not possible to derive a simple expression forU(t) for the given system
Hamiltonian.

We adopt the following procedure to calculateU(t) for eachRTNnoise realization. Let the stateflipping
times of the RTNbe {0, t1, t2,K, tF} in the time interval [0, tF]. Since themagnitude ofα(t) is either 1 or−1 in
between any two of thoseflipping times,HS(t) is constant in that sub-internal andU(t) can be easily calculated as

( )- H texp i S . The time evolution operator in the interval [0, t1]would be eitherU+(t) orU−(t) depending on
whetherα(t) is in state+1 or−1. In general, if tn<t<tn+1, the time evolution operatorU(t)would be equal to
U+(t−tn)U−(tn−tn−1)U+(tn−1−tn−2)KU+(t2−t1)U−(t1) if the noise starts fromnegative values and the
number of noiseflips in the interval (0, tn+1] is odd.

Themaster equation (7) is derived for an arbitrary number of sites. In the following, however, wewill focus
on a three-site system, in different network configurations, to study the population dynamics, transport
efficiency, and exciton trapping times.

3. Results

3.1. The dynamics and steady-state behavior in three-site system
In this section, we study the dynamics of the system and its steady state in the absence of a sink ( ˜ =H 0trap ).We
calculate the time evolution of the systemnumerically by using the ensemble averagingmethod based on the
average over the noise realizations for a system inwhich site energy differences are comparable with the
coherence electronic site couplings at low temperature (kBT=1 ps−1). The system-bath couplings are assumed
to be site dependent, with reorganization energies that are also comparable to the electronic couplings. Although
it is customarily assumed that the ratio between the reorganization energy (E r

i ) and the electronic coupling (Vi)
describes the strength of the system-bath coupling [46], this is not straightforward for the systemwhere each site
has a spectral density with different interaction constant. In the present framework, the system-bath interaction
strength can be gauged by analyzing the tunneling renormalization factorBi, polaron shiftRi, and the site-
dependent variational transform functions. As the system-bath coupling increases,Bi tends to zero, whileRi

approaches negative of the reorganization energy.
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The systemHamiltonian and the spectral parameters of the thermal environment are given in table 1. As can
be seen from the table, site 2 has the strongest bath coupling, while the bath couplings of site 1 and site 3 are
intermediate based on values ofBi and comparison betweenRi andE

r
i .

We carried out a detailed study of uncorrelated and anti-correlated RTNaffecting the three sites.
Uncorrelated noise proves to be detrimental for the excitonic transport (see also [7, 17]), hence in this paper we
present the results obtained by a collective noisemodel.We assume that each site energy level isfluctuating due
to the effect of collective RTNwith the form {1,−1, 1}Ω: thismeans that the noise at site 2 is anti-correlated with
those at sites 1 and 3, which are fully correlated. The results presented belowwere obtained by averaging the
solutions of themaster equation (7) over 100 realizations of the RTNprocess. The convergence of the averages as
function of number of noise realizations has been checked carefully.

We consider two different environmentalmodels—RTNonly and bath+RTN—and the dynamics of the
populations for the three-site systemusing both linear chain and ring configurations are given infigure 2.We use
high noise frequency and intermediate noise amplitudes, and initially the exciton is localized at site 1. In
figures 2(a) and (c)wedisplay the time evolution of the populations for the noise onlymodel, which approaches
themaximallymixed state for both the linear chain and ring geometry networks in the long time period, even if
those populations become qualitatively different in the short time period. This result is expected due to the
nature of RTNnoise: it is symmetric, hence it corresponds to the infinite temperature [9]. However, the effect of
the RTNon the system in contact with the thermal environment has two components. Since the site energies are
changed in a time dependent way due to the external noise, the system exists in a non-equilibrium state. External
noise, depending on its amplitude and frequency,might change the energetic order of the states of the system.
This can be seen infigures 2(b) and (d), where it is found that the exciton is delocalized over all three sites with
comparable populations for the linear chain. For the ring geometry, the steady-state is quite different; here the
exciton is shared by the sites 2 and 3. Comparing the steady-state populations of site-3 for the RTNonly and bath
+RTNmodels, for both interaction geometries, onemight deduce that the excitation transport is enhancedwith
simultaneous action of the quantumbath and the external noise.

To further explore the noise dependence of the systemdynamics, infigure 3we display the steady-state
populations as function of noise amplitudeΩ and noise frequency ν for the RTNonly and bath+RTNcases
using again linear chain and ring geometries. In theRTNonly case (figures 3(a) and (c)), the steady-state
populations tend to approach themaximallymixed state for both the linear chain and ring geometries at large ν
andΩ, which is similar towhat we observed infigures 2(a) and (c). Besides, it is clearly observed that at the low
frequency limit (where the correlation time of the noise is larger than the dynamics time), the transport is
prevented in the linear chain geometry infigure 3(a). This result stems from the fact that the anti-correlated
noise increases the energy difference between the sites with increasingΩ, which prevents the transfer of the
exciton to the other sites above a certain noise amplitude.

Table 1.Hamiltonian parameters, the calculated renormalization constants of
the three-site system, equation (4), and the parameters of the site specific bath
spectral functions, equation (2).V1,2,3 correspond toV12,V23 andV13. Also,
V13 has two values (0 or v) depending on the type of coupling configurations.
Bi,σi, ξi,Si andXi are dimensionless, while all the other parameters are in ps−1.
Note that wc i, ,σi, Si are the parameters of Jbg(ω), whileXi, ξi,Λi and ζi describe
the discretemode. v is set to 10 for the calculations in the present study.

Quantities Sites

1 2 3

Site energy òi 2v v 0
Electronic coupling Vi v v 0 or v
Tunneling

renormalization
Bi 0.87 0.46 0.69

Site energy shift Ri −22.47 −38.30 −24.42
Reorganization energy E r

i 33.82 38.77 25.94
Background cut-off

frequency
ωc,i v 2v/3 v

Standard deviation σi 0.7 0.7 0.7
Peak amplitude factor Si 0.06 0.04 0.02
Huang–Rhys factor Xi 0.5 0.6 0.4
Damping factor ξi 0.5 0.5 0.5
Cutoff frequency for

Ohmic bath
Λi 2v 3v/2 2v

Center frequency of Jvib(ω) ζi 2v 2v 2v

5
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On the other hand, when having thermal bath in addition toRTN, the steady-state populations have very
interesting behavior depending on the site coupling configuration, see figures 3(b) and (d). Here, theΩ=0
curve displays the steady-state populations for the system in contact with the thermal bosonic bath only—these

Figure 2.The dynamics of populations for the three-site system at noise amplitudeΩ=14 ps−1 and frequency ν=4 ps−1 for linear
chain (first row) and for the ring geometry (second row) for RTNonly (a), (c) and bath+RTNmodels (b), (d).

Figure 3. Steady-state populations—P1,ss,P2,ss,P3,ss—as a function of noise frequency ν and noise amplitudeΩ at t=5 ps for linear
chain in thefirst row and at t=3 ps for the ring geometry in the second row. RTNonlymodel is displayed in (a), (c), while bath+RTN
model is given in (b), (d).

6
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dynamics have been studied by different authors over the years [2, 3, 47]. The systemHamiltonian in the
variational framewithout the external RTN indicates that the site-2 has the lowest energy in the thermal
equilibrium (see table 1) and also the energy of site-3 is close to that of site-2. This explains why site-2 has initially
(Ω=0) the highest steady state population for the linear chain.

Moreover, we observe that for both the linear chain and ring configurations, the exciton is delocalized over
site-2 and 3with comparable probabilities when the external noise has absent or small amplitude, see
figures 3(b) and (d). As the noise amplitude increases, figure 3(b) displays thatP1,ss,P2,ss andP3,ss eventually relax
to themaximallymixed state for the nearest-neighbor coupling network, as is the case for the RTNonlymodel—
even if site-3 has themaximumvalue at aroundΩ=10.However, when going to ring configurationwith
coherently coupling also site-1 and site-3, one can see that the steady-state population of site-3 reaches the
maximumvalue after crossing the resonance boundary of the bare system for the ring geometry infigure 3(d).
Understanding the interplay of coupling geometry (e.g. the additional pathways for interference, as well as
different structure of the energy levels introduced by the ring geometry), thermal bath andRTN is a non-trivial
task that is worth investigating in futurework. Thereby, we find that site-3 is clearly themost populated one
when having high amplitudes of the noise for the ring geometry and themodel includes both the RTNand
the bath.

In general, thismeans that RTN+bathmodel seems to be very efficient in terms of reaching the target site-3.
Does thismean that high occupation of site-3 also corresponds to themost efficient transport and shortest
trapping time in our proposedmodel? To explore these questions and account for the excitation leaving the
system,we add a sink to the target site-3. This is associated to having a reaction center where the energy is
converted to chemical compounds.With all the above ingredients, we can then also seewhether the transport
can be enhanced even furtherwhen comparing to recent results of [17] and having also the action of the bath
accounted for in addition of RTN.

3.2. Transport efficiency and average trapping time
Wenow investigate in detail the dependence of transport efficiency η and average trapping time á ñt in the above
described three site dissipative systems including also the influence of sink site which transfer the exciton to the
reaction center. Here, 200RTN realizations are used to average the reported quantities. The transport efficiency
η essentially quantifies which fraction of the population has been transferred to the reaction center within a given
interval of time. The average trapping time á ñt , in turn, describes how fast is the transfer of the excitation to
reaction center. Subsequently, these two quantities can defined and expressed in terms of the site populations in
the followingway [17, 19, 20]:

( ) ( ) ( )ò òå r h k rá ñ = =
¥

t t t t td , 2 d . 8
i

ii

tu

nn
0 0

Here, n=3 indicates the trap site andwe have chosen tu=7 ps following similar arguments as in [17] . The
trapping rateκ in equation (7) is chosen to have a relatively low value, 0.5 ps−1, to be reasonably distant from the
localization limit [48].

Notice that recently there has been a study properly accounting for the intensity of the incoming energy
(sunlight) for realistic photosynthetic systems [12]. Here, however, we focus on engineered systems for
excitation transport, therefore we employ the commonly usedfigures ofmerit defined above.

Wefirst present the transport efficiency and average trapping time for the RTNonlymodel, which neglects
the thermal environment completely. The noise onlymodel considered here is similar in spirit to the one studied
byChen and Silbey [5] and simulates the dynamics of the systemHS(t) by ensemble averaging over different
realizations of the RTNprocesses. Figure 4 displays the behavior of η and á ñt as function of noise amplitudeΩ at
various noise frequencies ν for linear chain and ring configurations. Efficiency plots for both the linear chain
(figure 4(a)) and the ring (figure 4(c)) configurations show similar resonant enhancement of ηwith increasing
noise frequency ν. The increase in transport efficiencywith noise amplitudeΩ is somewhat greater for the ring
geometry compared to the one in the linear chain, as expected, probably due to higher number of decay channels
in the former geometry. The enhancement ismost pronouncedwhen the noise amplitudeΩ values are close to
the site energy differences.

TheΩ-dependence of η is noticeably different for both geometries at very lownoise frequencies compared to
that at intermediate and fast ones. At very lownoise frequencies, the noise does notflip in the considered time
interval and the averaging over the two solutions of equation (7)withα(t)=±1. For the linear chain in
figure 4(a) the transport efficiency decreases to very low values with increasing noise amplitude indicating that
high amplitude noise prevents the transport which is not observed for the ring geometry (see figure 4(c)). The
numerical trends in average trapping times (figures 4(b) and (d)) are almost opposite of those observed for the
efficiencies; at thoseΩ valueswhere η is enhanced, á ñt is strongly suppressed demonstrating fast transport of the
excitation to the reaction center. Thismay be partially expected since efficient transport is coinciding herewith
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fast transport—even though the two concepts are slightly different. In general, the results presented above show
that a simple classical noisemight enhance transport efficiency in a quantum setting similar to ENAQT
phenomena.

Let us turn our attention now to the bath+RTNcase. Figure 5 shows the behavior of transport efficiency and
average trapping timewith the sameRTNparameters as infigure 4 but including now also the influence of the
bath.Here, theΩ=0 line indicates only a thermal bathmodel which does not contain the effects of the RTNon
the system—this framework has been also studied by some authors [2, 3].Without any external RTNnoise, the
transport efficiency has almost equal values between the two site configurations, see figures 4(a) and (c), and 5(a)
and (c) at the valuesΩ=0.However, in the former case we have η≈0.50 and in the latter case η≈0.75. This
difference in transport efficiencymay be based on the presence of thermalfluctuations in the latter case which
increases the probability of shifting the exciton to reach the trapping site.

In general, the set of results for RTNonly, figure 4, and the bath+RTNmodel, figure 5, show that the
dependence of both the efficiency and trapping time on the noise parameters is qualitatively different for
different site configurations, and that the bath+RTNmodel has very rich ENAQTbehavior. Typically,
simulations of the ENAQT in FMOhas found that there is an optimal regionwhere the transport efficiency is
enhanced by noise parameters depending on the proposedmodel. However, we show that the behavior of
transport efficiency for RTNonly andRTN+bathmodel is different from the results obtained in both a thermal
bath [2, 3] and the pure dephasing [23, 24] cases. That is, in the RTN-onlymodel, there is a singlemaximum in
the dependence of the efficiency on the noise amplitude and noise frequency depending on the site
configurations. The structure is richer for the bath+RTNmodel, where one can see resonance peaks.

It is also interesting to note that for bothmodels the enhancement rate in the transport efficiency η in the
linear chain configuration is relatively higher than in the ring geometry for the parameter range explored here.
The enhancement rate is obtained by using the values atΩ=0 and the overallmaximumvalue for any ν andΩ.
For the linear chain, the rate is about 80% (for RTNonly, 0.50–0.90 ) and 39% (for bath+RTN, 0.72–1.00), while
for the ring geometry it is about 63% (RTNonly, 0.54–0.88) and 30% (bath+RTN, 0.74–0.96). The
enhancement ismore prominent for the noise onlymodel, which is expected because the presence of the
quantumbath already helps the transport. On the other hand, it can be seen clearly fromfigures 4 and 5 that the
noise frequency ν dependence of η is similar for bothmodels; the transport efficiency increases with the
increasing ν. This tendency is, however, not observed in the results corresponding to the steady-state

Figure 4.RTNonlymodel. Transport efficiency η (a,c) and average trapping time á ñt (b), (d) as a function of noise amplitudeΩ at
different noise frequencies ν in strong-electronic regimewith linear chain (a), (b) and ring (c), (d) configurations.
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populations of the system (see figure 3). Thismeans that, although one could expect that high steady-state
populations indicate efficient transport to the reaction center [23, 49], this expectation is not always correct.

In order to show that the bath+RTNmodel significantly improves the efficiency and transport time
compared to RTNonlymodel, we display the differencesΔη andDá ñt between the former and the latter in
figure 6. The results show that the bath+RTNmodel is constantly dominant against the RTNonlymodel for
linear chain in terms of bothmeasures, see figures 6(a) and (b) and the corresponding gray colored areas. For
ring configuration infigures 6(c) and (d), the bath+RTNmodel is superior for the average trapping time
(figure 6(d))while for efficiency there are specific limited areas of noise amplitude and frequency, where RTN
only dominates. In general, we conclude that when looking for efficient and fast transport, having the influence
of both classical RTNnoise and quantumbath provides themost useful avenue.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a formalism for and consideredmulti-site dissipative systems influenced by
both the classical RTNnoise and quantumbaths. Technically, this requires the use of the variational polaron
transformation for the derivation of the correspondingmaster equation, generating stochastic realizations of
open systemdensitymatrix evolutions and using the ensemble averaging over noise realizations to obtain the
final result formulti-site densitymatrix.

We used themethod to study the efficiency of the energy transport in a three-site systemby focussing and
comparing the results from two differentmodels—RTNonly and bath+RTNmodel, where RTN contains full
(anti)correlations between the three sites. One of themotivations was to go beyond a recent observation that
correlated stochastic noise improves the transport efficiency [17]. The results for steady state populations, by
using a chain and ring configurations, clearly demonstrate in both cases that there exists a considerable
parameter regionwhere the target site population is significantly increasedwhen combining stochastic noise
with a quantumbath. To take into account the transfer of an excitation from the target state to the reaction
center, we consider similarmodels as above but nowwith a sink, and calculate the transport efficiency and
average trapping time—which are commonly used to quantify the efficiency of the transport [17]. Here, the
ENAQTbehavior has quite a rich structure in terms of the frequency and amplitude of the randomnoise. The
results clearly show that in almost all regions of the used parameter space, the combined influence of bath+RTN
is superior to RTNonlymodel when trying to achieve efficient and fast transport. However,many questions

Figure 5.Bath+RTNmodel. Transport efficiency η (a,c) and average trapping time á ñt (b), (d) as a function of noise amplitudeΩ at
different noise frequencies ν in strong-electronic regimewith linear chain (a), (b) and ring (c), (d) configurations.
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remain open for future studies. Howdoes the efficiency changewhen increasing the number of sites and the
complexity of the coupling configurations between the sites within our framework?What is the role of changing
the temperature of the environment and the spectral character of the local baths of the sites? In general, our
result opens the avenue to study, e.g., the questions above andwhen looking forways and characterization of
efficient energy transport in engineered and ambient systems.
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